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CLASSES OF GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS WITH FINITE
TYPE REGULARITIES
STEVAN PILIPOVIĆ, DIMITRIS SCARPALÉZOS, AND JASSON VINDAS
Abstract. We introduce and analyze spaces and algebras of generalized functions which correspond to Hölder, Zygmund, and Sobolev
spaces of functions. The main scope of the paper is the characterization
of the regularity of distributions that are embedded into the corresponding space or algebra of generalized functions with finite type regularities.

1. Introduction
In this paper we develop regularity theory in generalized function algebras
parallel to the corresponding theory within distribution spaces. We consider
subspaces or subalgebras in algebras of generalized functions which correspond to the classical Sobolev spaces W k,p , Zygmund spaces C∗s , and Hölder
spaces Hk,τ . We refer to [2, 6, 13] for the theory of generalized function
algebras and their use in the study of various classes of equations.
It is known that the elements of algebras of generalized functions are
represented by nets (fε )ε of smooth functions, with appropriate growth as
ε → 0, that the spaces of Schwartz distributions are embedded into the
corresponding algebras, and that the algebra of regular generalized functions corresponding to the space of smooth functions is G ∞ (cf. [13, 21]).
Intuitively, these algebras are obtained through regularization of distributions (convolving them with delta nets) and factorization of an appropriate
algebra of moderate nets of smooth functions with respect to an ideal of negligible nets, as Colombeau did [2] with his algebra G(Rd ) (in this way the
name Colombeau algebras has appeared). By construction distributions are
included in the corresponding Colombeau algebras and their natural linear
operations are preserved.
The main goal of this paper is to find out natural conditions with respect
to the growth order in ε which characterize generalized function spaces and
algebras with finite type regularities. Actually, our main task is to seek
optimal definitions for such generalized function spaces, since we would like
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to have backward information on the regularity properties of Schwartz distributions that are embedded into the corresponding space of generalized
functions. Sobolev and Zygmund type spaces are very suitable for this purpose. In particular, the Zygmund type spaces are useful in this respect, since
we can almost literary transfer classical properties of these spaces into their
generalized versions.
One can find many articles in the literature where local and microlocal
properties of generalized functions in generalized function algebras have been
considered; besides the quoted monographs, we refer to the papers [5, 7, 9,
10, 14, 17, 21]. The motivation of this article came partly from the papers
[7, 9], where Zygmund type algebras of generalized functions were studied
and used in the qualitative analysis of certain hyperbolic problems. We
shall define new classes of generalized functions that are also intrinsically
connected with the classical Zygmund spaces.
Note that in our paper [18] we have studied regularity properties of distributions T in terms of growth properties of regularizing sequences T ∗ δn
with respect to the parameter n ∈ N and various seminorms. Some ideas
from that paper are implicitly employed in Section 4 of the present article,
where we reinterpret them in the setting of the Colombeau algebra.
The paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries are given in Section 2.
In Section 3 we define our new spaces of generalized functions with finite
type regularities, the spaces G k,−s , which correspond to local versions of the
Zygmund spaces C∗r . They are subspaces of the Colombeau algebra G(Ω).
Then, in Section 4, we investigate the role of these new classes of generalized
functions in the regularity analysis of distributions; we characterize the regularity properties of those distributions that, after embedding or association,
belong to one of these classes. Our main result is Theorem 1 of Section 4, we
show that the intersection of G k,−s (Ω) with the embedded image of D ′ (Ω)
k−s
is precisely ι(C∗,loc
(Ω)). As a consequence, we obtain a quick proof of the
important regularity theorem for G ∞ ([13]). Theorems 2 and 3 deal with the
analysis of the regularity of a distribution via strong versions of association.
Finally, Section 5 is devoted to the study of some generalized function spaces
and algebras that are very helpful in global regularity analysis. The global
classes that we introduce are capable of recovering the embedded image of
the classical Zygmund and Hölder spaces of functions. We also compare our
global Zygmund type generalized function spaces with the one proposed in
[7, 9].
2. Preliminaries and notation
We denote by Ω an open subset of Rd . We consider the families of local
Sobolev seminorms ||ρ||W m,p (ω) = sup{||ρ(α) ||Lp (ω) ; |α| ≤ m}, where m ∈ N0 ,
p ∈ [1, ∞], and ω runs over all open subsets of Ω with compact closure
m,p
(ω ⊂⊂ Ω). The local Sobolev space is then denoted as Wloc
(Ω). In case ω
is replaced by Ω, we obtain the family of norms || · ||W m,p (Ω) , m ∈ N0 .
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Let E(Ω) be the space of smooth functions in Ω. The spaces of moderate nets and negligible nets ELp ,M (Ω) and NLp (Ω) consist, resp., of nets
loc

loc

(fε )ε∈(0,1] = (fε )ε ∈ E(Ω)(0,1] with the properties
(2.1)

(∀m ∈ N0 )(∀ω ⊂⊂ Ω)(∃a ∈ R)(||fε ||W m,p (ω) = O(εa )),

resp., (∀m ∈ N0 )(∀ω ⊂⊂ Ω)(∀b ∈ R)(||fε ||W m,p (ω) = O(εb ))
(big O and small o are the Landau symbols). Note that, for p ∈ [1, ∞],
(Ω) = ELp
EM (Ω) := EL∞
loc ,M

loc ,M

(Ω), N (Ω) = NL∞
(Ω) = NLp (Ω).
loc
loc

We obtain the Colombeau algebra of generalized functions as a quotient:
G(Ω) = GLp (Ω) = ELp
loc

loc ,M

(Ω)/NLp (Ω), p ∈ [1, ∞].
loc

The embedding of the Schwartz distribution space E ′ (Ω) into G(Ω) is
realized through the sheaf homomorphism E ′ (Ω) ∋ T 7→ ι(T ) = [((T ∗
φε )|Ω )ε ] ∈ G(Ω), where the fixed net of mollifiers (φε )ε is defined by φε =
ε−d φ(·/ε), 0 < ε ≤ 1, and φ ∈ S(Rd ) satisfies
Z
Z
tα φ(t)dt = 0, |α| > 0.
φ(t)dt = 1,
Rd

Rd

This sheaf homomorphism [6], extended over D ′ , gives the embedding of
D ′ (Ω) into G(Ω). We also use the notation ι for the mapping from E ′ (Ω)
into EM (Ω), ι(T ) = ((T ∗ φε )|Ω )ε . Throughout this article, φ will always be
fixed and satisfy the above condition over its moments.
The generalized algebra of regular generalized functions G ∞ (Ω) is defined
∞ (Ω) and N (Ω), where E ∞ (Ω) conin [13] as the quotient of the algebras EM
M
sists of those nets (fε )ε ∈ E(Ω)(0,1] with the property
(2.2)

(∀ω ⊂⊂ Ω)(∃a ∈ R)(∀m ∈ N)(||fε ||W m,∞ (ω) = O(εa )).

Observe that G ∞ is a subsheaf of G; it has a similar role as C ∞ in D ′ .
2.1. Hölder-Zygmund spaces. We will employ the Hölder-Zygmund spaces
[8, 11, 23]. We now collect some background material about these spaces.
We start with Hölder spaces. Let k ∈ N0 and τ ∈ (0, 1], then the global
Hölder space Hk,τ (Rd ) [8, Chap. 8] consists of those C k functions such that
(2.3) ||f ||Hk,τ (Rd ) = ||f ||W k,∞ (Rd ) +

|f (α) (x) − f (α) (y)|
< ∞.
|x − y|τ
|α|=k,x6=y,x,y∈Rd
sup

k,τ
The definition of the local space Hloc
(Ω) is clear.
There are several ways to introduce the global Zygmund space C∗r (Rd )
[8, 11, 23]. When r = k + τ, k ∈ N0 , τ ∈ (0, 1), we have the equality
C∗r (Rd ) = Hk,τ (Rd ), but the Zygmund spaces are actually defined for all
r ∈ R. They are usually introduced via either a dyadic Littlewood-Paley
resolution [23] or a continuous Littlewood-Paley decomposition of the unity
[8]. We follow the slightly more flexible approach from [15] via generalized
(continuous) Littlewood-Paley pairs (a dyadic version can be found in [23,
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p. 7, Thrm. 1.7]). Let r ∈ R. We say that ϕ, ψ ∈ S(Rd ) form a generalized
Littlewood-Paley pair (of order r) if they satisfy the following compatibility
conditions:
(2.4)
(∃σ > 0, η ∈ (0, 1))(|ϕ̂(ξ)| > 0 for |ξ| ≤ σ and |ψ̂(ξ)| > 0 for ησ ≤ |ξ| ≤ σ)
and
Z

(2.5)

tα ψ(t)dt = 0 for |α| ≤ [r].

Rd

When r < 0, the vanishing requirement over the moments is dropped. Then,
C∗r (Rd ) is the space of all distributions T ∈ S ′ (Rd ) satisfying:
(2.6)

kT kC∗r (Rd ) := ||T ∗ ϕ||L∞ (Rd ) + sup y −r ||T ∗ ψy ||L∞ (Rd ) < ∞.
0<y≤1

The definition and the norm (2.6) (up to equivalence) are independent of
the choice of the pair (ϕ, ψ) as long as (2.4) and (2.5) hold [15]. When
r = k + τ, k ∈ N0 , τ ∈ (0, 1), the norms (2.3) and (2.6) are equivalent. A
r
(Ω) if for all ρ ∈ D(Ω) we
distribution T ∈ D ′ (Ω) is said to belong to C∗,loc
d
r
have ρT ∈ C∗ (R ).
3. Classes of generalized functions with finite type
regularities
In this paper we are interested in nets (fε )ε ∈ EM (Ω) such that for given
k ∈ N there exists s > 0 such that (p ∈ [1, ∞])
(∀ω ⊂⊂ Ω)(||fε ||W k,p (ω) = O(ε−s ), ε → 0).

(3.1)

Observe that (3.1) is closely related to (2.2). When p = ∞, such nets will
k−s
−generalized functions.
be the representatives of, roughly speaking, C∗,loc
Definition 1. Let s ∈ R, k ∈ N0 , and p ∈ [1, ∞].
(i) A net (fε )ε ∈ EM (Ω) is said to belong to ELk,−s
(Ω) if (3.1) holds.
p
,M
loc

(ii) A generalized function f = [(fε )ε ] ∈ G(Ω) is said to belong to
GLk,−s
(Ω) if (fε )ε ∈ ELk,−s
(Ω).
p
p
loc
loc ,M
T
T
(iii) We set GL∞,−s
(Ω) = k∈N GLk,−s
(Ω) and EL∞,−s
(Ω) = k∈N ELk,−s
(Ω).
p
p
p
p
,M
,M
loc

loc

loc

loc

k,−s
(iv) When p = ∞, we simply write G k,−s (Ω) = GLk,−s
(Ω) =
∞ (Ω) and EM
loc

ELk,−s
∞ ,M (Ω).
loc

We list some properties of these classes of generalized functions in the
next proposition. Their proofs follow immediately from Definition 1.
Proposition 1. Let s ∈ R, k ∈ N0 ∪ {∞}, and p ∈ [1, ∞].
(Ω) are vector spaces.
(i) GLk,−s
p
loc

(ii) GLk,−s
(Ω) ⊆ GLk1p,−s1 (Ω) if k ≥ k1 and s ≤ s1 .
p
loc

loc
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(iii) Let P (D) be a differential operator of order m ≤ k with constant
(Ω).
(Ω) → GLk−m,−s
coefficients. Then P (D) : GLk,−s
p
p
loc

loc

The intuitive idea behind these notions is to measure the regularity of the
net in terms of the two parameters k and s: as the parameters k increases
and s decreases, the net becomes more regular. Furthermore, it should be
noticed that f belongs to the algebra of regular generalized functions G ∞ (Ω)
if and only if (∀ω ⊂⊂ Ω)(∃s)(f|ω ∈ G ∞,−s (ω)).
4. Characterization of local regularity through association
In this section we characterize local regularity of distributions via either
(Ω) or association with its elements.
embedding in our classes GLk,−s
p
loc

Recall that we say that the net (fε )ε ∈ E(Ω)(0,1] , or the generalized function f = [(fε )ε ], is (distributionally) associated to the distribution T if
limε→0 fε = T in the weak topology of D ′ (Ω), that is,
(4.1)

(∀ρ ∈ D(Ω))(hT − fε , ρi = o(1), ε → 0).

We then write (fε )ε ∼ T , or f ∼ T . In many cases, the rate of approximation
in (4.1) may be much better than just o(1); one can often profit from the
knowledge of such an additional useful asymptotic information. Let R :
(0, 1) → R+ be a positive function such that R(ε) = o(1), ε → 0. We write
T − fε = O(R(ε)) in D ′ (Ω) if
(∀ρ ∈ D(Ω))(hT − fε , ρi = O(R(ε)), ε → 0).
We begin with the following standard proposition. It gives the charack,p
terization of the embedding of Wloc
. The case p = ∞ motivates our main
results of this section.
Proposition 2. Let k ∈ N0 and p ∈ (1, ∞].
k,p
(Ω)) = ι(D ′ (Ω)) ∩ GLk,0
(a) ι(Wloc
p (Ω).
loc

(b) More generally, if (fε )ε ∼ T ∈ D ′ (Ω) and f = [(fε )ε ] ∈ GLk,0
p (Ω),
k,p
then T ∈ Wloc
(Ω).

loc

Proof. It is enough to show part b). We have that for every |α| ≤ k,
(α)
((fε )|ω )ε is weakly precompact in Lp (ω) if p < ∞, resp. weakly∗ precompact in L∞ (ω). The rest follows from the distributional convergence of
(α)
fε to T (α) .

We now formulate and prove the main results of this section. We focus
on the case p = ∞ of the classes of generalized functions defined in Section
3.
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r
– The role of G k,−s . The next important
4.1. Characterization of C∗,loc
theorem provides the precise characterization of those distributions that
belong to G k,−s (Ω), they turn out to be elements of a Zygmund space. We
only consider the case s > 0; otherwise, one has G k,−s (Ω) ∩ ι(D ′ (Ω)) = {0}.
k−s
(Ω)).
Theorem 1. Let s > 0. We have G k,−s (Ω) ∩ ι(D ′ (Ω)) = ι(C∗,loc

Before giving the proof of Theorem 1, we would like to discuss two corollaries of it. It is worth reformulating Theorem 1 in order to privilege the
role of the Zygmund space.
Corollary 1. Let r ∈ R. If k is any non-negative integer such that k > r,
then
r
(Ω)) = G k,r−k (Ω) ∩ ι(D ′ (Ω)).
ι(C∗,loc
Corollary 1 can be used to give a striking proof of Oberguggenberger’s
regularity result [13] for the algebra G ∞ (Ω):
Corollary 2. We have ι(D ′ (Ω)) ∩ G ∞ (Ω) = ι(C ∞ (Ω)).
Proof. One inclusion is obvious. By localizing, it suffices to show that if
T ∈ E ′ (Ω) and ι(T ) ∈ G ∞,−s (Ω) for some s ∈ R+ , then T ∈ C ∞ (Ω). Given
any k > 0, write r = k − s. Corollary 1 yields T ∈ C∗k−s (Ω). Since this can
be done for all k, we conclude that f ∈ C ∞ (Ω).

Proof of Theorem 1. Observe that the statement of Theorem 1 is a local one.
Thus, it is enough to show that G k,−s (Ω) ∩ ι(E ′ (Ω)) = ι(C∗k−s (Rd ) ∩ E ′ (Ω)).
So, further on, in this proof we assume T ∈ E ′ (Ω). Let us prove the reverse
inclusion. The partial derivatives continuously act on the Zygmund spaces
β−|m|
[8] as ∂ m : C∗β (Rd ) 7→ C∗
(Rd ). Thus, if T ∈ C∗k−s (Rd ) ∩ E ′ (Ω) then
d
′
(α)
−s
T
∈ C∗ (R ) ∩ E (Ω) for all |α| ≤ k. We can then apply [15, Lemm. 5.2]
to each T (α) (with θ = φ̌ in [15, Lemm. 5.2, Eq. (5.7)]) and conclude
||T (α) ∗ φε ||L∞ (Rd ) ≤ Cε−s ||T (α) ||C∗−s (Rd ) .
k,−s
(Ω).
Thus ((T ∗ φε )|Ω )ε ∈ EM
k,−s
Assume now that ((T ∗ φε )|Ω )ε ∈ EM
(Ω). We show that actually

(4.2)

||T ∗ φε ||W k,∞ (Rd ) = O(ε−s ),

0 < ε ≤ 1.

Indeed, let supp T ⊂ ω1 ⊂⊂ ω2 ⊂⊂ Ω. It suffices to prove that for every
multi-index α ∈ Nd
(4.3)

(T (α) ∗ φε )(x) = O(1),

sup
x∈Rd \ω

0 < ε ≤ 1.

2

Let A be the distance between ω 1 and ∂ω2 . Find r such that
(∀ρ ∈ E(Rd ))(|hT (α) , ρi| < CkρkW r,∞ (ω1 ) ).
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Setting ρ(ξ) = φε (x − ξ) and using the fact that φ is rapidly decreasing, we
obtain,
(T (α) ∗ φε )(x) < C̃

sup
x∈Rd \ω

sup
x∈Rd \ω

2

sup (ε + |x − ξ|)−r−d ≤ C̃A−r−d ,
2 ξ∈ω1

which yields (4.3). Next, set gε = εs (T ∗ φε ). Then, the growth estimate
(4.2) precisely tells us that (gε )ε is a bounded net in the space Cbk (Rd ),
the Banach space of k-times continuously differentiable functions that are
globally bounded together with all their partial derivatives of order ≤ k.
Since the inclusion mapping Cbk (Rd ) 7→ C∗k (Rd ) is obviously continuous,
we obtain that (gε )ε is a bounded net in the Zygmund space C∗k (Rd ). Let
ψ ∈ S(Rd ) be such that (φ, ψ) forms a generalized Littlewood-Paley pair of
order k (cf. (2.4) and (2.5)). Then T ∗ φ ∈ L∞ (Rd ) and
sup y −k ||gε ∗ψy ||L∞ (Rd ) = sup εs y −k ||T ∗φε ∗ψy ||L∞ (Rd ) = O(1), ε ∈ (0, 1].

y∈(0,1]

y∈(0,1]

Setting ε = y and ψ1 = φ ∗ ψ in the previous estimate and noticing that
(φ, ψ1 ) is again a Littlewood-Paley pair, we obtain
sup y s−k ||T ∗ (ψ1 )y ||L∞ (Rd ) < ∞,

y∈(0,1]

which in turn implies that T ∈ C∗k−s (Rd ).



4.2. Regularity via association. We now move to regularity analysis
through association. Theorem 1 can be also used to recover the following
general form of Corollary 2, originally obtained in [16].
Theorem 2. Let T ∈ D ′ (Ω) and let f = [(fε )ε ] ∈ G(Ω) be associated to
it. Assume that f ∈ G ∞ (Ω). If (fε )ε approximates T with the following
convergence rate:
(4.4)

(∃b > 0)(T − fε = O(εb ) in D ′ (Ω)),

then T ∈ C ∞ (Ω).
Proof. Since the hypotheses and the conclusion of Theorem 2 are local statements, we may assume that T ∈ E ′ (Ω) and there exists an open subset
ω ⊂⊂ Ω such that
(4.5)

supp T, supp fε ⊂ ω,

ε ∈ (0, 1].

We will show that T ∈ D(Ω). Our assumption now becomes (fε )ε ∈
∞,−s
EM
(Ω) for some s > 0. The support condition (4.5), the rate of convergence (4.4), and the equivalence between weak and strong boundedness
on E ′ (Ω) (Banach-Steinhaus theorem) yield
(4.6)
(∃r ∈ N)(∃C > 0)(∀ρ ∈ E(Ω))(∀t ∈ (0, 1])(|hT − ft , ρi| ≤ Ctb kρkW r,∞ (ω) ).
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∞,−s
Let β be an arbitrary positive number. Then, by (fε )ε ∈ EM
(Ω) and
(4.6), given any k ∈ N, we can find positive constants C1 and C2 (depending
only on k, φ) such that

||T ∗ φε ||W k,∞ (ω) ≤ C1 t−s + C2 tb ε−d−r−k ,

ε, t ∈ (0, 1].

Find η > 0 such that ηs/b < 1/2. Setting t = εkη/b , we obtain
||T ∗ φε ||W k,∞ (ω) ≤ C1 ε−k/2 + C2 εηk−d−r−k ,

ε ∈ (0, 1].

We can now choose k such that β < min {k/2, ηk − d − r}; the conclusion
k,β−k
from the previous estimate is that ((T ∗ φε )|ω )ε ∈ EM
(ω), and hence,
β
by Corollary 1, T ∈ C∗,loc (ω). Since β was arbitrary, it follows that T ∈
C ∞ (Rd ).

We now discuss other sufficient criteria for regularity. The ensuing result
is directly motivated by Proposition 2. We relax the growth constrains in
it, and, by requesting an appropriate rate of convergence, we obtain two
sufficient conditions for regularity of distributions.
Theorem 3. Let T ∈ D ′ (Ω) and let f = [(fε )ε ] ∈ G(Ω) be associated to it.
Furthermore, let k ∈ N. Assume that either of following pair of conditions
hold:
(i) f ∈ G k,−a (Ω), ∀a > 0, namely,
(4.7)

(∀a > 0)(∀ω ⊂⊂ Ω)(∀α ∈ Nd , |α| ≤ k)(sup |fε(α) (x)| = O(ε−a )),
x∈ω

and the convergence rate of (fε )ε to T is as in (4.4).
(ii) f ∈ G k,−s (Ω) for some s > 0, and there is a rapidly decreasing
function R : (0, 1] → R+ , i.e., (∀a > 0)(limε→0 ε−a R(ε) = 0), such
that
(4.8)

T − fε = O(R(ε)) in D ′ (Ω).

k−η
Then, T ∈ C∗,
loc (Ω) for every η > 0.

Proof. By localization, it suffices again to assume that T ∈ E ′ (Ω) and there
exists an open subset ω ⊂⊂ Ω such that (4.5) holds. The proof is analogous
to that of Theorem 2.
(i) In view of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, the conditions (4.4) and
(4.5) imply (4.6). Thus, with C2 = C||φ||W r+k,∞ (Rd ) ,
||T ∗ φε ||W k,∞ (ω) ≤ C2 tb ε−d−r−k + kft ∗ φε kW k,∞ (ω) ,
≤ C2 tb ε−d−r−k + kφkL1 (Rd ) kft kW k,∞ (ω) ,

t, ε ∈ (0, 1].

By (4.7), given any a > 0, there exists M = Ma > 0 such that
||T ∗ φε ||W k,∞ (ω) ≤ C2 tb ε−d−r−k + M t−a ,

t, ε ∈ (0, 1].

By taking t = ε(k+r+d)/b , it follows that
||T ∗ φε ||W k,∞ (ω) ≤ C2 + M ε−a(k+r+d)/b ,

ε ∈ (0, 1].
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k,−η
If we take sufficiently small a, we conclude that (T ∗ φε )ε ∈ EM
(ω) for all
η > 0, and the assertion follows from Theorem 1.
(ii) The relation (4.8), the fact that R is rapidly decreasing, and the
Banach-Steinhaus theorem imply

(∃r ∈ N)(∀a > 0)(∃C > 0)(∀ρ ∈ E(Ω))(∀t ∈ (0, 1])(|hT −ft , ρi| ≤ Cta ||ρ||W r,∞ (ω) ).
As in part (i), we have
||T ∗ φε ||W k,∞ (ω) ≤ Cta ε−d−r−k + kφkL1 (Rd ) kft kW k,∞ (ω) ,

t, ε ∈ (0, 1],

k,−s
for some constant C = Ca . Since (fε )ε ∈ EM
, there is another constant
C = Cs,a > 0 such that

||T ∗ φε ||W k,∞ (ω) ≤ Cta ε−d−r−k + Ct−s ,

t, ε ∈ (0, 1].

Setting t = ε(k+r+d)/a , we have
||T ∗ φε ||W k,∞ (ω) ≤ C + Cε−s(k+r+d)/a ,

ε ∈ (0, 1].

Thus, taking large enough a > 0, one establishes ι(T ) ∈ G k,−η (ω) for all
η > 0. The conclusion T ∈ C∗k−η (Rd ) follows once again from Theorem
1.

The hypotheses (4.4) and (4.8) are essential parts of (i) and (ii) in Theorem 3; we illustrate that fact in the next two examples.
Example 1. Consider the generalized function f = [(|log ε|d φ( · |log ε|))ε ].
Clearly, f ∈ G ∞,−a (Rd ), ∀a > 0. Moreover, f ∼ δ, the Dirac delta distribution. The conclusion of Theorem 3 fails in this example because the rate of
convergence is too slow.
Example 2. Let T ∈ E ′ (Ω) and k > 2s > 0. Suppose that T ∈ C∗k−2s (Rd )
but T ∈
/ C∗k−s (Rd ). By Theorem 1, ι(T ) ∈ G k,−2s (Rd ). However, the conclusion of Theorem 3 fails for T because the approximation rate is actually
much slower than (4.8).
For distributions T ∈ E ′ (Ω), part (i) of Theorem 3 is applicable to the
regularization net fε = (T ∗ φε )|Ω ; however, for this particular case Theorem
1 provides the same regularity conclusion.
5. Global Zygmund-type spaces and algebras
Let r ∈ R, Hörmann ([9]) defined the Zygmund-type space of generalized
functions G̃∗r (Rd ) via representatives (uε )ε satisfying, for each α ∈ Nd0 ,


0 ≤ |α| < r,
O(1),
(α)
as ε → 0,
(5.1)
kuε kL∞ (Rd ) = O(log(1/ε)), |α| = r ∈ N0


r−|α|
O(ε
),
|α| > r.

We shall propose in this section several other Zygmund-type classes of generalized functions. Since we are interested in global properties, it appears
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that the most natural framework to define them is the algebra GL∞ (Rd ), defined below in Subsection 5.1, and not the usual Colombeau algebra G(Rd ).
Otherwise, the definitions would depend on representatives, and more seriously, some global properties that are intrinsically encoded in such spaces
would be totally lost. Therefore, we have decided to study first GL∞ (Rd ).
Subsection 5.2 is devoted to Zygmund-type classes of generalized functions
and global regularity results. In Subsection 5.3, we introduce Hölder-type
classes of generalized functions.
5.1. The algebra GL∞ (Rd ). The globally L∞ -based algebra of generalized
functions is defined as follows (cf. [13, 12]). First consider the algebra
n
o
a
EL∞ ,M (Rd ) = (uε )ε ∈ EM (Rd ); (∀α ∈ N0 )(∃a ∈ R)(||u(α)
||
=
O(ε
))
∞
d
L (R )
ε
and the ideal
n
o
b
NL∞ (Rd ) = (uε )ε ∈ EM (Rd ); (∀α ∈ N0 )(∀b ∈ R)(||u(α)
||
=
O(ε
))
∞
d
ε
L (R )
The algebra GL∞ (Rd ) is defined as the quotient
GL∞ (Ω) = EL∞ ,M (Rd )/NL∞ (Rd ).
The natural class of distributions that can be embedded into GL∞ (Rd ) is
the Schwartz distribution space of the so-called bounded distributions [20].
More precisely, this space is given by
[
[
C∗s (Rd ).
W −m,∞ (Rd ) =
DL′ ∞ (Rd ) =
m∈N0

s∈R

T
It is the dual of the test function space [20] DL1 (Rd ) = m∈N W m,1 (Rd ).
Clearly, ι : DL′ ∞ (Rd ) 7→ GL∞ (Rd ) given as usual by ι(T ) = [(T ∗ φε )ε ]
provides a natural embedding. On the other hand, the embedding does not
extend to S ′ (Rd ), and more interestingly, as long as ι(T ) ∈ GL∞ (Rd ) for a
tempered distribution, it is forced to belong to DL′ ∞ (Rd ).
Theorem 4. Let T ∈ S ′ (Rd ). If (T ∗φε )ε ∈ EL∞ ,M (Rd ), then T ∈ DL′ ∞ (Rd ).
Proof. Because of Schwartz characterization [20, Chap. VI] of DL′ ∞ (Rd ), it
would be enough to show that, for each ρ ∈ S(Rd ), T ∗ ρ ∈ Cb (Rd ), the
Banach space of continuous and bounded functions. In order to show so, we
will use the vector-valued Tauberian theory for class estimates developed in
[19, Sect. 7] (see also [3, 22]). Define the vector-valued distribution T whose
action on test functions ρ ∈ S(Rd ) is given by hT, ρi = T ∗ ρ̌. Therefore, we
must show that T ∈ S ′ (Rd , Cb (Rd )). Since T is tempered, there exists N ∈ N
such that T takes values in the Banach space X consisting of continuous
functions g on Rd such that kgkX := supt∈Rd (1 + |t|)−N |g(t)| < ∞. Clearly,
the inclusion mapping Cb (Rd ) 7→ X is continuous. On the other hand, we
have the local class estimate
k(T ∗ φε )(x)kL∞ (Rd ) = sup |(T ∗ φε )(x + ξ)| = kT ∗ φε kL∞ (Rd ) = O(ε−a ),
ξ∈Rd
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for some a > 0. Thus, in view of the [19, Thm. 7.9], we obtain the desired
conclusion T ∈ S ′ (Rd , Cb (Rd )).

Let us note that EL∞ ,M (Rd ) ⊂ EM (Rd ) is a differential subalgebra and
NL∞ (Rd ) ⊂ N (Rd ). There is a canonical differential algebra mapping
GL∞ (Rd ) → G(Rd ); however, this mapping is not injective. Hence GL∞ (Rd )
cannot be seen as a differential subalgebra of G(Rd ).
Example 3. This example shows that the canonical mapping GL∞ (Rd ) →
G(Rd ) is not injective. Equivalently, we find a net (uε )ε ∈ N (Rd )∩EL∞ ,M (Rd )
which does not belong to NL∞ (Rd ). Let ρ ∈ D(Rd ) be non-trivial and supported by the ball with center at the origin and radius 1/2. Consider the
net of smooth functions
∞
X
χ[(n+1)−1 ,1] (ε)
uε (x) =
ρ(x − 2ne1 ),
(n + 1)2
n=0

where χ[(n+1)−1 ,1] is the characteristic function of the interval [1/(n + 1), 1]
and e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0). Then, clearly (uε )ε ∈ N (Rd ) because on compact
sets it identically vanishes for small
P enough ε. On the other hand, by the
elementary asymptotic formula n<x n−2 = ζ(2) − x−1 + O(x−2 ) (see, e.g.,
[4, p. 32]), we have
∞
X
1
= ε ||ρ||W m,∞ + O(ε2 ), ε → 0.
||uε ||W m,∞ = ||ρ||W m,∞
2
(n
+
1)
1
ε

−1≤n

Thus, the net satisfies all the requirements.
5.2. Global Zygmund classes. We come back to Hörmann’s Zygmund
class of generalized functions. We slightly modify his definition. Given
r ∈ R, define G̃∗r (Rd ) as the space of those u = [(uε )ε ] ∈ GL∞ (Rd ) such that
(uε )ε satisfies (5.1). Originally [9], the “tilde” did not appear in the notation
but since we will introduce a new definition, which is intrinsically related to
the classical definition of Zygmund spaces, we leave the notation G∗r (Rd ) for
our space.
Definition 2. Let r ∈ R and let ϕ, ψ ∈ S ′ (Rd ) be a pair satisfying (2.4)
and (2.5) (i.e., a generalized Littlewood-Paley pair). The space G∗r (Rd ) =
G∗r,0 (Rd ), called the Zygmund space of generalized functions of 0−growth
order, consists of those u = [(uε )ε ] ∈ GL∞ (Rd ) such that
(5.2)

||uε ||C∗r (Rd ) = ||uε ∗ ϕ||L∞ (Rd ) + sup y −r ||uε ∗ ψy ||L∞ (Rd ) = O(1).
0<y≤1

G∗r,−s (Rd ),

Moreover,
the Zygmund space of generalized functions of −sgrowth order, consists of those u = [(uε )ε ] ∈ GL∞ (Rd ) such that [(εs uε )ε ] ∈
G∗r (Rd ).
Observe that Definition 2 is independent of the choice of representatives.
The main properties of these spaces are summarized in the next theorem. In
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particular, we show the embedding of the ordinary Zygmund spaces of functions and characterize those distributions which, after embedding, belong to
our generalized Zygmund classes.
Theorem 5. The following properties hold,
(i) ι(C∗r (Rd )) = G∗r (Rd ) ∩ ι(DL′ ∞ (Rd )).
(ii) G∗r,−s (Rd ) ∩ ι(DL′ ∞ (Rd )) ⊂ ι(C∗r−s (Rd )).
(iii) G∗r1 ,−s (Rd ) ⊂ G∗r,−s (Rd ) if r1 > r; P (D)G∗r,−s (Rd ) ⊂ G∗r−m,−s (Rd ),
where P (D) is a differential operator with constant coefficients and
order m.
(iv) If r1 + r2 > 0, then
G∗r1 ,−s1 (Rd ) · G∗r2 ,−s2 (Rd ) ⊂ G∗p,−s1 −s2 (Rd ), p = min {r1 , r2 } .
In particular, G∗r,−s (Rd ) is an algebra if s = 0 and r > 0.
Proof. (i) and (ii). We first show that ι(C∗r (Rd )) ⊂ G∗r (Rd ). Let u ∈ C∗r (Rd )
and uε = u ∗ φε . Obviously,
||uε ∗ ϕ||L∞ (Rd ) ≤ ku ∗ ϕkL∞ (Rd ) kφkL1 (Rd )
and
sup y −r ||uε ∗ ψy ||L∞ (Rd ) ≤ ||φ||L1 (Rd ) sup y −r ||u ∗ ψy ||L∞ (Rd ) .

0<y≤1

0<y≤1

Let us now prove the inclusion G∗r,−s (Rd ) ∩ ι(DL′ ∞ (Rd )) ⊂ ι(C∗r−s (Rd )). The
proof is similar to the last part of the proof of Theorem 1. So, let ι(u) =
[(u ∗ φε )ε ] ∈ G∗r,−s (Rd ), where u ∈ DL′ ∞ (Rd ). We have freedom of choice for
the Littlewood-Paley pair in (5.2). Let then ψ ∈ S(Rd ) be such that (φ, ψ)
forms a generalized Littlewood-Paley pair of order max {r, r − s} (cf. (2.4)
and (2.5)). We have u ∗ φ ∈ L∞ (Rd ); on the other hand, setting ε = y ≤ 1
and observing that (φ ∗ ψ)y = φy ∗ ψy , one obtains that
sup y s−r ||u ∗ (φ ∗ ψ)y ||L∞ (Rd ) = sup y s−r ||u ∗ φy ∗ ψy ||L∞ (Rd ) < ∞.

0<y≤1

0<y≤1

Noticing that (φ, φ ∗ ψ) is again a generalized Littlewood-Paley pair of order
r − s, we conclude T ∈ C∗r−s (Rd ).
(iii) The first part is clear. The second part follows from the fact [8]
that P (D) continuously maps the classical Zygmund space C∗r (Rd ) into
C∗r−m(Rd ).
(iv) It is a consequence of [8, Prop. 8.6.8]. Actually, we have, by this
proposition, that there exists ε0 ∈ (0, 1] and K = K(r1 , r2 ), which does not
depend on ε, such that
||εs1 +s2 u1,ε u2,ε ||C∗p (Rd ) ≤ K||εs1 u1,ε ||C∗r1 (Rd ) ||εs2 u2,ε ||C∗r2 (Rd ) , ε ≤ ε0 .
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Remark 1. As in the case of multiplication of continuous functions, we
have that [((u1 u2 ) ∗ φε )ε ] 6= [(u1 ∗ φε )ε ][(u2 ∗ φε )ε ] but these products are
associated.
In analogy with Definition 1, we can also introduce some other classes of
generalized functions. They are now closely related to the classical global
Zygmund spaces.
Definition 3. Let s ∈ R and k ∈ N0 .
d
(i) A net (fε )ε ∈ EL∞ ,M (Rd ) is said to belong to ELk,−s
∞ ,M (R ) if
kfε kW k,∞ (Rd ) = O(ε−s ).
(ii) A generalized function f = [(fε )ε ] ∈ GL∞ (Rd ) is said to belong to
k,−s
d
d
GLk,−s
∞ (R ) if (fε )ε ∈ EL∞ ,M (R ).
Definition 3 does not depend on the choice of representatives. The next
theorem characterizes those distributions that belong to GL∞ (Rd ) and gives
an inclusion relation for Hörmann class G̃∗r (Rd ). Let us mention that a
d
version of Proposition 1 also holds for GLk,−s
∞ (R ).
Theorem 6. Let r ∈ R and s > 0.
k−s (Rd )).
d
′
(i) We have GLk,−s
∞ (R ) ∩ ι(DL∞ (Ω)) = ι(C∗
(Rd )∩ι(DL′ ∞ (Ω)).
(ii) Given any integer k > r, we have ι(C∗r (Rd )) = GLk,r−k
∞
(iii) There holds
\ k,r−k
G̃∗r (Rd ) ⊂
GL∞ (Rd ).
k>r

Proof. The property (iii) follows directly from the definitions. Observe that
(i) and (ii) are equivalent. On the other hand, a straightforward modification of the proof of Theorem 1 yields (i), we leave the details of such a
modification to the reader.

The following remarks make some partial comparisons between our definition and Hörmann’s definition [9]. We also formulate an open question.
Remark 2. Clearly, if u = [(uε )ε ] ∈ G̃∗r (Rd ), then [(uε ∗ φε )ε ] ∈ G̃∗r (Rd )
but the opposite does not hold, in general. However, u = [(uε )ε ] and u =
[(uε ∗ φε )ε ] are equal in the sense of generalized distributions, which means
that
huε ∗ φε − uε , θi = o(εp ) for every p and every θ ∈ D(Rd ).
Remark 3. Let u = [(uε )ε ] ∈ G∗r (Rd ). We show that [(uε ∗ φε )ε ] ∈ G̃∗r (Rd ).
For this, we will make use of Lemma 8.6.5 of [8], which asserts that given
κ ∈ S(Rd ), there exist constants Kr,α , α ∈ N0 , such that for all v ∈ C∗r (Rd )
and 0 < y ≤ 1, the following estimate holds with as usual κy = y −d κ( · /y),


0 ≤ |α| < r,
Kr,α ||v||C∗r (Rd ) ,
(α)
(5.3) k(v ∗ κy ) kL∞ (Rd ) ≤ Kr,α ||v||C∗r (Rd ) (1 + log(1/y)), |α| = r ∈ N0 ,


Kr,α ||v||C∗r (Rd ) (y r−|α| ),
|α| > r.
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Thus, if we employ (5.3) with v = uε , κ = φ, and y = ε, together with
the the fact that ||uε ||C∗r (Rd ) is uniformly bounded with respect to ε, we
obtain at once [(uε ∗ φε )ε ] ∈ G̃∗r (Rd ), as claimed. At this point we should
mention that the precise relation between the spaces G∗r (Rd ) and G̃∗r (Rd ) is
still unknown; therefore, we can formulate an open question: find the precise
inclusion relation between these two spaces.
Remark 4. As seen from the given assertions, our Zygmund generalized
function spaces are suitable for the analysis of pseudodifferential operators.
5.3. Hölder-type spaces and algebras of generalized functions. We
end this article by dealing with Hölderian-type classes of generalized functions. We will employ the norm (2.3).
Definition 4. Let k ∈ N0 , s ∈ R, τ ∈ (0, 1] and let u = [(uε )ε ] ∈ GL∞ (Rd ).
It is said that u ∈ GLk,τ,−s
(Rd ) if
∞
||uε ||Hk,τ (Rd ) = O(ε−s ).

(5.4)

Recall [8] the classical situation. Let k ∈ N0 , then Hk,1 (Rd ) $ C∗k+1 (Rd );
but if τ ∈ (0, 1), then Hk,τ (Rd ) = C∗k+τ (Rd ). In our context, we have,
Proposition 3. If r = k + τ, τ ∈ (0, 1), then G∗r,s (Rd ) = G k,τ,s (Rd ).
Proof. There exists C > 0 such that for every ε ≤ 1,
C −1 ||εs uε ||C k+τ (Rd ) ≤ ||εs uε ||Hk,τ (Rd ) ≤ C||εs uε ||C k+τ (Rd ) ,
∗

∗

as follows from the equivalence between the norms (2.3) and (2.6). This
implies the assertion.

Because of Proposition 3, we will consider below only the case G k,1,s (Rd ).
Proposition 4. Let k ∈ N0 and s ∈ R.
(i) ι(Hk,1 (Rd )) = G k,1,0 (Rd ) ∩ ι(DL′ ∞ (Rd )).
(ii) G k,1,s (Rd ) $ G∗k+1,s (Rd ).
(iii) G k1 ,1,s (Rd ) ⊂ G k,1,s (Rd ) if k1 > k.
(iv) Let P (D) be a differential operator of order m < k with constant
coefficients. Then P (D) : G k,τ,s (Rd ) → G k−m,τ,s (Rd ).
(v) Concerning the multiplication, we have
G k1 ,1,s (Rd ) · G k2 ,1,s (Rd ) ⊂ G p,1,2s (Rd ),
where p = min{k1 , k2 }. In particular, G k1 ,1,s (Rd ) is an algebra if and
only if s = 0.
Proof. The proofs of the assertions (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) are clear. We
will prove (i). The direct inclusion follows from the definition. Suppose
that T ∈ DL′ ∞ (Rd ) is such that [(Tε )ε ] ∈ G k,1,0 (Rd ) where Tε = T ∗ φε .
(α)
By assumption {Tε ; 0 < ε ≤ 1} is a bounded and equicontinuous net of
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functions on any compact set in Rd , for every |α| ≤ k. Thus, by ArzelàAscoli theorem, it has a convergent subsequence for every |α| ≤ k and, by
diagonalization, there exists a sequence (Tεn )n and T ∈ C k (Rd ) such that
(α)
Tεn → T (α) uniformly on any compact set K ⊂ Rd . That ||T ||W k,∞ (Rd ) < ∞
follows now easily. Let |α| = k. For every x, y ∈ Rd , x 6= y,
(α)

(α)

|Tεn (x) − Tεn (y)|
|T (α) (x) − T (α) (y)|
= lim
≤ C,
n→∞
|x − y|τ
|x − y|τ
since
(α)

(α)

(α)

(α)

(α)

(α)

|Tεn (x) − Tεn (y)|
|Tεn (x) − Tεn (y)|
≤
sup
sup
τ
|x − y|
|x − y|τ
x,y∈Rd , x6=y n→∞
x,y∈Rd , x6=y n∈N
sup

lim

≤

|Tε (x) − Tε (y)|
≤ C,
|x − y|τ
x,y∈Rd , x6=y,ε≤1
sup

and the assertion follows.
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